GENESEE HEALTH SYSTEM – CONTRACT POSITION

CLASSIFICATION: STATE RECOGNIZED SUPPORTS INTENSITY SCALE (SIS) ASSESSOR - CONTRACTOR

PROGRAM: ADMINISTRATION

SALARY RANGE: $130/COMPLETED ASSESSMENT

APPLICATION DEADLINE: UNTIL FILLED

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Conduct assessments with developmentally disabled individuals and support persons to complete the Supports Intensity Scale Assessment, a measure of an individual's support needs. (Compensation will be provided on a “per completed” SIS assessment basis).

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
Bachelor’s degree in Social Work, Psychology, or Human Services AND one (1) year experience working with individuals that have a developmental or intellectual disability. Must attend training and obtain certification as a SIS assessor, recognized on the MDHHS approved assessor list. Once trained, must maintain a minimum reliability status of “Qualified” in inter-rater reliability qualification reviews conducted by an AAIDD recognized SIS trainer. Must be professional, independent, organized and reliable. Must have excellent communication skills with diverse populations.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:
Must have a valid Michigan driver’s license, current insurance, and use of a vehicle during working hours. Must provide professional liability insurance before conducting assessments. Must have access to a computer with high-speed internet connection and have the ability to enter data.

Please submit cover letter and resume to Rebekah Kleinedler at rkleinedler@genhs.org or fax to 810-496-4888. Any questions can also be sent to this email address.